


El Tayebi Developments is a privately owned corporate company established in the year 2006 
with a focus specialization in upscale residential and commercial, investments and management.

In a market that is growing more and more sophisticated and with customers increased demands 
and expectations, El Tayebi Developments have managed to install a name of trust and integrity, 
leading the residential market with a new perspective edge.

The world has changed, people’s behaviors and demands are altering and shifting by the minute. 
People are expecting changes that fits their busy new lives and scarce time. The traditional notion 
of home as just a place of comfort is collapsing and converting to a holistic genuine experience 
that gives them meaning. El Tayebi Developments, hence adopted a new original strategy with 
their residential projects, this approach is accentuated by offering not only aesthetic modern 
architecture designs that captures the eyes and the hearts but also by restructuring a refined 
lifestyle that merges the compound amenities with the residential one. Not only that, El Tayebi 
Developments chooses their locations carefully, they are solely found in prime locations 
around Cairo, from the finest districts of Maadi to New Cairo, and West Golf. So far, El Tayebi 
Developments  have achieved to deliver 10 projects and are on to carry their unique tradition to 
impress the market with even more projects that will transform the notion of real luxury living.

WE SPEAK
ORIGINALITY

THAT’S WHO WE ARE



To innovate is to have a different eye and a sharp mind  
that understands people on a deeper level. To innovate is 
to recreate the needs and fashion new trends. El Tayebi 
Developments mission is all about that. They are here to 
make a difference, to change people’s lives, to enhance 
their everyday living habits and to be always ahead of all 
expectations. They are here to:

• Make a statement with contemporary modern and zen 
architecture designs.
• Reconstruct residential urban life with quintessential 
exclusivity.
• Offer a versatile lifestyle combining polished practicality 
with sophisticated indulgence.

INNOVATION
IS OUR
TRADITION &
OUR MISSION



““
““
TRUE
VISION IS
ALWAYS
UNIQUE

EL TAYEBI DEVELOPMENTS ARE ON TO IMPRESS THE REAL ESTATE MARKET 
WITH DAZZLING ARTISTIC ARCHITECTURE AND UNMATCHED STANDARDS 
OF LIVING THAT GUARANTEES A COMPLETE REDEFINITION OF HOW THE 
LUXURY LIFE SHOULD BE.



IT IS ALL
ABOUT
THE FACTS
El Tayebi Developments success story is not built on fiction rather on facts, 
their achievement indicator is measured by not only numbers but above all, 
customers satisfaction. El Tayebi Developments are proud to have delivered 5 
residential buildings and 3 residential complexes with another 4 buildings on 
the express way to be delivered soon.



THE
MASTER OF
PERFECTION

THE
CHAIRMAN

Perfection is not a word, yet a way of life. It is the essence of success, of going forward and thriving for the 
best. Ahmed El Tayebi’s experience stretches back to 30 years of entrepreneurship and investments in various 
businesses, from tourism and hotel management to retail and real estate development. A diversity that added 
profound weight and insights about what the customers are really looking for, and how to influence their lives 
with even more than they imagine for themselves. This is the real passion of Ahmed El Tayebi, the development he 
offers is built with solid strings of trust and integrity, his values are the outspoken expression of each and every 
project delivered or to be delivered.



A WHOLE
NEW WORLD

OUR PROJECTS



PASSION
EXPRESSED

· Land Area: 1166 m2
· Residential Building
· Apartments – Duplexes – Penthouses
· Private Pool
· Status: Delivered

Location: 217 ST. DEGLA EL MAADI



NATURAL
AURA

· Land Area: 651  m2
· Building Type: Residential Building
· Units Types: Apartments
· Status: Delivered

Location: 206 ST. DEGLA EL MAADI



PEACEFUL
HARMONY

· Land Area: 1050  m2
· Building Type: Residential Building
· Units Types: Apartments – Duplexes
· Private Pool: Available for Duplexes and Roof
   Apartments
· Status: Delivered

Location: 12 ST. SARAYAT EL MAADI



MAKING 
A DIFFERENCE

· Land Area: 1050  m2
· Building Type: Residential Building
· Units Types: Apartments – Duplexes
· Private Pool: Available for Duplexes 
· Status: Delivered

Location: 83 ST. SARAYAT EL MAADI



PULSES
OF LIFE

· Land Area: 711  m2
· Building Type: Residential Building
· Units Types: Apartments – Duplexes –  
  Penthouse
· Private pool: Available for Duplex and
  Penthouse
· Status: Delivered

Location: West Golf Compound



LASTING 
IMPRESSION

· Land Area: 813  m2
· Building Type: Residential Building
· Units Types: Apartments – Duplexes
· Status: Under Construction “Delivering 2020”

Location: 215 ST. DEGLA EL MAADI

Making a stand while blending in is the paradox 
of this marvelous residential building standing 
with poise &  absolute presence among the finest 
districts of Maadi. Building 215 exudes an aura of 
pure charm defined by its classic appeal & sym-
metrical lines.  Its grace & character shines with 
inspiration for the entire neighborhood.



THE PERFECT
HOME

· Land Area: 995  m2
· Building Type: Residential Building
· Units Types: Apartments – Duplexes
· Private pool: Available for Duplex
· Status: Under Construction “Delivering 2020” A true landmark within the most posh area of New 

Cairo, West Golf. To experience the fascination of 
this building is to experience pleasure & passion 
combined. A modern contemporary residental 
building with a true identity emphasizing a life 
that is authentic, practical & full of splendor. No 
wonder it is the perfect home.

Location: West Golf Compound





REINVENTING
LUXURY

· Land Area: 3700 m2
· Building Type: Residential Complex
· Units Types: Apartments – Duplexes

· Services:
   - Outdoor Pool
   - Gym & Spa
   - Sky Lounge
   - Parking Spaces
   - On call Maintenance
   - 24/7 Security
· Status: Under Construction “Delivering 2020”

A new trend is born when unique ideas and con-
cepts emerge from creativity. Western Ville is a 
residential complex structured with the essence 
of villas and outlined with luxury and modern al-
lure. A pool courtyard and a surrounding of lush 
greenery and landscapes sets the right mood for 
living quite an enchanting glamorous life.

Location: West Golf Compound





WORK
OF ART

· Land Area: 917 m2
· Building Type: Residential Building
· Units Types: Apartments – Duplexes
· Private pool: Available for Duplex
· Status: Under Construction “Delivering 2020”

Art might be controversial for many, but no  one 
can deny or even argue the beauty of the 202 
West Golf. The virtue of luxury is expressed in 
every angle of this contemporary post modern 
architecture design situated within one of the 
most Exclusive community in New Cairo and 
overlooking the dashing beauty of Katameya 
Heights. The delight & richness of this residential 
building is not to be discovered yet to be lived & 
experienced.

Location: West Golf Compound





ALL FACETS
OF LIFE

· Land Area: 3700 m2
· Building Type: Residential Complex
· Units Types: Studios - Apartments – Duplexes - 
  Penthouse

· Services:
   - Outdoor Pool – Indoor pool
   - Gym
   - Under Ground Parking Spaces
   - On call Maintenance
   - 24/7 Security
· Status: Under Construction “ Delivering 2022”

West Alley offers the best of two worlds, the resi-
dential living and the compound dynamics, blend-
ing the indulgence of these two lifestyles and 
stretching them over 4 buildings connected by a 
lenghy alley full of exclusive amenities. The beauty of 
this project is undeniable with its aesthetic mod-
ern outlook that will captivate all your senses, all 
at once.

Location: West Golf Compound





COMFORT
& PRIVACY

· Land Area:4800 m2
· Building Type: Residential Complex
· Units Types:
Apartments – Duplexes – Roof Apartment

· Services:
   - Outdoor Pool
   - Water Features
   - Under Ground Parking Spaces
   - On call Maintenance
   - 24/7 Security
· Status: Under Construction “Delivering 2019”

At the heart of the future business, education 
and leisure hub of New Cairo stands Buena Vista 
glowing with elegancy and opulence. A residential 
complex made to impress and inspire with its 
integrated facilities and amenities. The boutique 
compound will attract the ones who appreciate 
a dynamic life yet are looking for the privacy and 
comfort they deserve.

Location: Tamr Henna New Cairo





CONTACT
US

231 West Golf Extension, New Cairo, Cairo, Egypt

       / El Tayebi Developments

Scan QR code with your smart phone
to find our facebook page.

www.eltayebi.com

16170

Our Office:




